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Today’s Schedule
• Course outline and logistics


• An overview of Machine Learning
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Course outline 

and logistics



• Instructor:  
                    
                Erkut ERDEM  
                erkut@cs.hacettepe.edu.tr


• Teaching Assistant:    
               
                Sibel KAPAN 
                sibelkapan@cs.hacettepe.edu.tr 
 
               


• Lectures: Mon 14:00 - 14:50 @D1 
                 Wed 10:00 - 11:50 @D1


• Tutorials: Thu 16:00 - 18:00 @D9

Logistics
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About this course
• This is a undergraduate-level introductory course in 

machine learning (ML)

⎯A broad overview of many concepts and algorithms in ML.


• Requirements 
⎯Basic algorithms, data structures. 

⎯Basic probability and statistics. 

⎯Basic linear algebra and calculus 

⎯Good programming skills 

• AIN 313 Machine Learning Laboratory 
⎯Students will gain skills to apply the concepts to real 

world problems. 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     vector/matrix manipulations, 
partial derivatives

     common distributions, Bayes rule, 
mean/median/model



Communication
• Course webpage: 

https://web.cs.hacettepe.edu.tr/
~erkut/ain311.f22/

- The course webpage will be updated 

regularly throughout  
the semester with lecture notes, 
programming and reading 
assignments and  important 
deadlines. 
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• We will be using Piazza for course related 
discussions and announcements. Please enroll the 
class on Piazza by following the link 
https://piazza.com/hacettepe.edu.tr/fall2022/ain311

https://web.cs.hacettepe.edu.tr/~erkut/ain311.f22/
https://web.cs.hacettepe.edu.tr/~erkut/ain311.f22/
https://piazza.com/hacettepe.edu.tr/fall2022/ain311


Reference Books
• A Course in Machine Learning, Hal Daumé III, 2017 (available online)

• Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach (3rd Edition), Russell and Norvig. Prentice 

Hall, 2009

• Bayesian Reasoning and Machine Learning, Barber, Cambridge University Press, 

2012 (available online)

• Introduction to Machine Learning (2nd Edition), Alpaydin, MIT Press, 2010

• Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning, Christopher Bishop, Springer, 2006 

(available online)

• Machine Learning, Tom Mitchell, McGraw Hill, 1997 (available online)

• Machine Learning: A Probabilistic Perspective, Murphy, MIT Press, 2012
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Grading Policy
• Grading for AIN 311 will be based on


⎯ course project (done in groups of 2 students) (35%),

⎯ midterm exam (30%), and

⎯ final exam (35%)


• In AIN 313, the grading will be based on

⎯ a set of quizzes (20%) (the lowest quiz grade will be 

dropped), and

⎯ 3 assignments (80%) (done individually)
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Assignments
• 3 assignments


- First one worths 20%, last two worth 30% each


• Theoretical: Pencil-and-paper derivations

• Programming: Implementing Python code to solve a 

given real-world problem


• A quick Python tutorial in this week’s tutorial session.
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Course Project
• Done in groups of 2 students.


• Choose your own topic (but focused on a specific 
theme) and explore ways to solve the problem


• This year’s theme is will be announced soon. 

• Proposal: 1 page (Nov 7) (2%)

• Project Blogs: Regular blog posts (4%) 

• GitHub commits and meetings with TA: (5%)

• Progress Report: 3-4 pages (Dec 19) (6%)

• Project Presentation: Classroom presentation and 

video presentation (Jan 2-4) (8%)

• Final Report: 6-8 pages (Jan 8) (10%)
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Sample projects from 2016 (BBM406)
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BBM 406 Class Project - Final Report

Cem Güngör, Fatih Baltacı
Department of Computer Engineering

Hacettepe University
Ankara - TURKEY, Fall 2016

{b21328031, b21327689}@cs.hacettepe.edu.tr

Abstract

This paper is a final report of our project ”What
Am I Eating?” for BBM406 Introduction to Ma-
chine Learning lesson. ”What Am I Eating?” is
an image recognition project which predicts food
labels from given images. Developments in the
field of Machine Learning and increase of datasets
in recent years encourage us to make an image
recognition project. We are using deep learning.
We performed transfer learning(from Inception v3
model [Szegedy et al. 2015]) and data augmen-
tation. Our dataset is a combination of different
datasets which has 113 classes. Each class has
1000 images.

Keywords: deep learning, image recognition, fine tuning

1 Introduction

In recent years there have been major develop-
ments in the field of machine learning. The
datasets have grown up because of the increase in
internet usage. Hardwares become stronger than
before. Graphic cards become cheaper. Because
of these conditions, researches have increased and
new approaches such as deep learning has ap-
peared. Open source libraries were developed.

Deep Learning is a new and very popular area of
Machine Learning research. We decided to de-
velop a project using deep learning to improve our-
selves in this field. Deep learning is used in many

areas such as image recognition, speech recogni-
tion, natural language processing and so on. We
used deep learning for image recognition. So,
What am I Eating? is a deep learning project that
recognizes foods from images.

We saw that no dataset has any Turkish foods.
We wanted our project to recognize Turkish foods
too. Also we have some future thoughts about our
project.

Figure 1: pizza (score = 0.84349), waffle (score = 0.04952), br-
uschetta (score = 0.02402), omelette (score = 0.01936), ...

2 Related Work

There are three researches which are closely re-
lated to our research topic. All of them are new
and made in 2016. One of them is [Liu et al. 2016].
The purpose of this research is to improve the ac-
curacy of current measurements of dietary intake
by analyzing the food images captured by mobile

Örnek Sonuçlar
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hamsi: 0.58653
baklava: 0.30801
carrot cake: 0.05741
humus: 0.01253

Finding The Ingredients of Pizza Using Deep Learning

Mümin Can Yılmaz
can.yilmaz12@hacettepe.edu.tr

Alim Giray Aytar
giray.aytar12@hacettepe.edu.tr

Hayati İbiş
hayati.ibis12@hacettepe.edu.tr

Abstract

Extracting ingredients from a dish can be a powerful tool for combatting obesity and making food

inspection processes easier. For this purpose, we tried to create a program which extracts ingredients

from a pizza, using convolutional neural networks. We also created a dataset which has 7405 images

and 20 different labels as ingredients. Our experiments show us our model can predict small numbers

of ingredients successfully (80 percent for one label), however as the number of ingredients increased,

accuracy rate drops significantly (22 percent for 2 labels).

1. Introduction

Our aim is to create a model which can identify ingredients in the pizza. Our program should output
a list of ingredients as output when feed with an image of a pizza.

First of all, we started with creating a new dataset from the scratch, because we couldn’t find any
ready-to-use dataset. To do this, we collected about twenty five thousand images from web and labeled
all of them by hand with a little software we created for this purpose.

Secondly, we decided to use a Convolutional Neural Network, because they show much better perfor-
mance in image recognition problems compared to other approaches. Also when using Convolutional
Neural Networks, we don’t need to extract any features because CNN’s operates directly on images.
There is also some downsides of using Convolutional Neural Networks as they need more data and
require more computing power than other solutions.

Finally, we evaluated our project with the result that we get after the process of training our classifier
model which we present in the results section.

Hardest part of this problem is, because food shapes are deformed after cooking, it might not be
possible to predict them correctly for our model. Color information also isn’t very helpful, because some
different ingredients exactly have the same colour or same ingredients might have different colours.
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Ingredient Extraction

Green Pepper
Olive
Onion
Salami
Corn

Chicken
….

{
'type': 'business',
'business_id': (encrypted business id),
'name': (business name),
'neighborhoods': [(hood names)],
'full_address': (localized address),
'city': (city),
'state': (state),
'latitude': latitude,
'longitude': longitude,
'review_count': review count,
'categories': [(localized category names)]
'open': True / False (corresponds to permanently closed, not business hours),

}
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Predicting the Location of a Photograph

Ali Yunus Emre ÖZKÖSE
Hacettepe University
ANKARA, TURKEY

aliozkose@hacettepe.edu.tr

Tarık Ayberk YILIKOĞLU
Hacettepe University
ANKARA, TURKEY

tarikyilikoglu@hacettepe.edu.tr

Abstract

In this paper, we addressed to prediction of an image lo-

cation problem. It is still a hard problem because of several

kinds of other problems. We use convolutional neural net-

works (CNNs) to tackle this problem. We collect data from

Flickr[13], create a dataset which we call Turkey15 and test

with basic algorithms. After testing the dataset, we train

AlexNet and ResNet-18 with Turkey15 from scratch. Since

Turkey15 is very small, we use transfer learning to improve

results. We use feature extracting and fine-tuning[14]. We

also freeze some layers to get better accuracy.

(a) Ankara (b) İstanbul (c) Bursa

Figure 1: Images from Turkey15

1. Introduction
Although there are a lot of works on this issue and it

is very popular research topic in recent years, predicting
the location of an image is still a hard problem. There
are various problems such that constructing features [3],
viewpoint problem[4], illumination and structural modifi-
cation[12] etc.. It can be used for many areas such as esti-
mation people’s perception [5]. But how can we predict the
location of given image? In this work, We focus on exactly
the problem of city classification.

With the development of technology and the increase of
applications, people are taking photos and upload to inter-
net much more than ever. The significant point of sharing
is that a huge data has existed and it can be used for creat-
ing artificial machines as an experience. At this point, we
collected images from Flickr where are taken in Turkey, cre-

Figure 2: Images from Turkey15

ated a dataset which we called Turkey15 and predict image
locations where is limited to Turkey.

First of all, we tested our dataset with hand-crafted fea-
tures which are Tiny images, GIST features, and Hog fea-
tures, because we should know that our dataset is conve-
nient enough to use as a dataset or not. Details in this pro-
cess are explained in section 3.1.

After testing the dataset, we trained existed models
which are AlexNet and ResNet-18 models with our dataset.
We trained from scratch in this step and get some results
and compare with training with hand-crafted features. De-
tails and result are written in section 4.1.

Thirdly, we used transfer learning, in particular, fine-
tuning and feature extracting. We trained pre-trained mod-
els which are trained with places365 and imageNet datasets.
Models are AlexNet and ResNet-18 again. Details are writ-
ten in section 4.2.

Finally, we froze some layers of models and trained
AlexNet and ResNet-18 again. Details are written in sec-
tion 4.3.

2. Related Work
Because of the popularity of this challenge, there are

many kinds of proposed methods and works for predicting
location. Li et al. propose to represent features with SIFT
and match query image features to database image features
mutually[11], but matching is only among the prioritized
features. They keep informative points. In this way, they
reduce computational cost. We also used hand-crafted fea-
tures for testing dataset, but we use convolutional neural
networks for training.
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Derin Öğrenmeyle Bir Fotoğrafın Yerini Bulma
Finding Location of A Photograph with Deep

Learning

Yunus Emre Özköse, Tarık Ayberk Yılıkoğlu, Levent Karacan ve Aykut Erdem
Bilgisayar Mühendisliği
Hacettepe Üniversitesi

Ankara, Türkiye
{aliozkose, tarikyilikoglu} @hacettepe.edu.tr {karacan, aykut} @cs.hacettepe.edu.tr

Özetçe —Verilen bir fotoğrafın çekildiği yerin bulunması zorlu
bir bilgisayarlı görü problemidir.Bu bildiride, derin öğrenme
teknikleri kullanılarak ilk defa Türkiye’deki şehirler için fo-
toğrafların hangi şehirde çekildiğini bulan farklı derin öğrenme
modelleri üzerinde çalışılmıştır. Bu amaç için Türkiye’deki 15
şehirden fotoğrafların yer aldığı yeni bir veri kümesi oluş-
turulmuş ve büyük veri kümeleri üzerinde önceden eğitilmiş
derin evrişimsel sinir ağları(ESA) kullanılarak aktarım öğren-
imi(transfer learning) gerçekleştirilmiştir. Kullanılan önceden
eğitilmiş modellerin önerilen veri kümesi üzerindeki yer bulma
başarımları karşılaştırılmıştır.

Anahtar Kelimeler—derin öğrenme, görüntü coğrafik konum-
lama, aktarım öğrenimi

Abstract—Finding location of a photograph is a challenging
computer vision problem. In this paper, different deep learning
models which finds the city where a photo was taken were studied
for the cities of Turkey first time. For this purpose, a new dataset
in which there are photos from 15 cities of Turkey was collected
and transfer learning was performed using pre-trained deep
convolutional neural network(CNN) models for image recognition
on big visual datasets and those pre-trained models are compared
according to their prediction performances on proposed dataset.

Keywords—deep learning, image geo-localization, transfer
learning

I. GİRİŞ

Biz insanlar için verilen bir fotoğrafın nerede çekildiğini
bulmak kolay gibi görünsede aslında çoğu durumda oldukça
zorlu bir problemdir. Çünkü dünya üzerinde birçok yer benzer
özellikler göstermektedir ve bizim benzer özellikler gösteren
fotoğrafları ayırt etmeye yarayacak görsel ipuçlarına ihtiy-
acımız vardır. Biz görüntüleri ayırt etmemize yarayan bu çeşitli
görsel ipuçlarını zaman içerisinde gözlemleyerek öğreniriz.
Öğrendiğimiz bu görsel ipuçlarını kullanarak fotoğrafları ko-
layca tanıyabilir ve nerede çekildiklerini tahmin edebiliriz.
Fotoğrafın yere göre özgünlüğü ve ayırt edici özelliğinin
artması fotoğrafı daha kolay tanımamızı sağlar. Örneğin, İstan-
bul’da bulunan tarihi Galata Kulesi oldukça özgün bir yapıdır
ve fotoğraflardan tanıması oldukça kolaydır. Ancak pek çok
yerde benzerini gördüğümüz okul, hastane ve cami gibi çeşitli
yapılara ait fotoğrafların nereye ait olduğunu tahmin etmek zor-
laşır. Ayrıca görüntülerdeki ışık, çekim açısı gibi değişkenler

Şekil 1: Bu çalışmada Türkiye’de çekilmiş bir fotoğrafın hangi
şehirden çekildiğini bulan derin evrişimsel sinir ağı modeli
eğitiyoruz.

problemi daha da zorlu hale getirmektedir. Örneğin, Şekil 1’de
verilen görüntülerin çekildiği şehirleri tahmin edebilmek için
çeşitli görsel ipuçlarına ihtiyaç vardır. Daha açık bir ifadeyle
birden fazla şehirde deniz görüntüsü olabilir veya cadde
görüntüleri her şehirden elde edilebilecek benzer görüntülerdir.
Önemli olan nokta bu görüntülerin farklı konumlar için ayırt
edilebilmelerini sağlayan görsel ipuçlarıdır. Bunlar bir trafik
levhası, ağaç türü, bina şekilleri gibi birçok görsel bilgi olabilir.
Bu zorlukların aşılması için bilgisayarların hesaplama güç-
lerinden faydalanılarak fotoğrafların konumunu belirleyen ve
çoğu durumda insanlar için bulması zor olan görsel ipuçlarının
öğrenilmesini sağlayan teknikler geliştirilmektedir. Özellikle
son yıllarda akıllı telefonların yaygınlaşmasıyla artan görsel
veriler problemin çözülmesi için öğrenmeye dayalı yöntemleri
önplana çıkarmaktadır.

Geçmişte bu problem çoğunlukla coğrafi konum bilgi-
lerinin bulunduğu çok büyük veri kümeleri içerisinde görüntü
arama problemi olarak ele alınmıştır [1], [3], [4], [8], [9], [12].
Son yıllarda derin evrişimsel sinir ağlarının birçok problemdeki
başarısından dolayı derin öğrenmeye dayalı yöntemler bir
görüntünün çekildiği yeri belirlemede kullanılmaya başlan-
mıştır [7], [10], [13]–[15].

Bu çalışmada ilk kez, Türkiye’deki şehirler için bir fo-
toğrafın yerini bulmayı bir sınıflandırma problemi olarak ele
aldık ve bunun için farklı derin evrişimsel sinir ağları (ESA)978-1-5386-1501-0/18/$31.00 c� 2018 IEEE

Sound of The City

Buğrahan Akbulut
Department of CS Hacettepe University

akbulutbugrahan@gmail.com

Mustafa Çağdaş Çaylı
Department of CS Hacettepe University

cagdas cayli@hotmail.com

Abstract

In this paper we will introduce our project that is detects

and classify leading sounds on urban sounds. We focused

on audio because it was more attractive then working on

image or some numerical data and also because sound is

a very important tool for understanding the world.Also an-

other reason is working with sound is very challenging be-

cause it is hard to find only one pure sound on outside world

there are lots of sound sources and we generally hear the

mixture of these sounds,so our data sets that we used in this

project have real field records - has lots of mixed sounds-

.We worked on UrbanSound8K and UrbanSound data sets

containing 27 hours of audio with 18.5 hours of annotated

sound event occurrences across 10 sound classes(air condi-

tioner,car horn, children playing, dog bark, drilling, engine

idling, gun shot, jackhammer, siren, and street music).Our

goal was extract leading sounds with a correct shape by us-

ing Shogun and classify them correctly.

1. Introduction
Since new audio technologies developed rapidly re-

cently, audio processing and classification are growing
research fields and it contains many challenges. Especially
separating audio into its components is a very tough
problem.However working on an analysis of urban sounds
instead of working on the analysis of speech, music,
bioacoustics is relatively easy and relaxing. Furthermore
we worked on extraction of the leading sounds with correct
shape.

One of the main challenges in this project was lack
of labeled mixed sounds.Previous work focused on clas-
sification of single labeled audio data. We needed lots
of audio data to get our final results correct. With this
purpose we created our own multi-labeled audios by using
shogun.Actually we first wanted to separate a given any
kind of mixed sound into its components by using ICA
(independent component analysis) but we could not find
any working library or implementation of this algorithm
and due to the restricted time we could not achieve this

goal.But we wanted to make it so we have done some more
researches and find a new library named shogun which
provide some tools for mixing and separating sounds not
like ICA but it works for us to get some results by making
tests on mixed sounds.

After all these things we also want to improve our results
getting from tests, we decided to combine two different
machine learning approach to get higher results and it was
another challenge for us to increase our results by using
neural networks and support vector machines combina-
tion.The aproach we use to combine these two algorithms
will be explained in more detail at ”The Approach” section.

Here you can see wave-plot form of single and mixed
sound sources we worked on :
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algorithms while doing this we did not make any change
on these feature vectors for neural networks but for support
vector machine which is a scale invariant algorithm we
scaled our data into [-1,1] range then give this new vector
to algorithm also for validation and testing we scaled test
and validation data into same range.For validation, we used
10-fold cross validation and get some validation accuracy
and neural network algorithm gives the best accuracy
82.3%,we will give more detailed information about results
in ”Experimental Results” part.

Finally,we have some accuracy results from both support
vector machine and neural networks then we thought we
can combine these two algorithms to improve our results.So
that, we first get accuracy results of both algorithms for
each class and store them then by using these results we
re-create our prediction matrix getting some predictions
from neural networks’ prediction matrix and some others
from support vector machine’s prediction matrix.You can
see how this works down below visually:

NN =

2

664

0 2 3 5 3
1 1 8 9 0
6 5 5 5 7
7 4 0 9 1

3

775 SVM =

2

664

4 8 3 3 1
1 5 2 2 0
5 6 2 5 3
7 4 0 2 1

3

775

NN + SVM =

2

664

0 8 3 5 1
1 5 8 9 0
5 6 5 5 7
7 4 0 9 1

3

775

3. Experimental Results
Until now we have explained our project,purposes and

approaches that we have used.In this section we will give
some more detailed information about our experimental
results.

Firstly, we want to make some clarifications about
feature vector that we used in this project,as we have
mentioned in ”The Approach” part we have tried different
feature vectors but in here because it gives us the higher
accuracy results in both support vector machine and neural
networks and it is mostly used in sound based applications
we are going to just talk about MFCC feature vector in de-
tail.MFCC (Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients) transform
the input waveform into a sequence of acoustic feature vec-
tors...To extract MFCC features from a sound we used the
Librosa library function ”librosa.feature.mfcc(y,sr,n mfcc)”
by setting n mfcc to 40 then we create a numpy array shape
of [8732,40] and it gives 82.3% accuracy in neural net-
work.You can also see the other feature vectors’ accuracy
results in neural network;

After making this clarification,we can put our experi-
mental results on this section.These results below are the
validation results taking by using UrbanSound8K data
set,and also we have shuffled all data in each step.Here
you can see the reaction of the accuracy rate due to the
changing parameters of neural network learning algorithm;

Accuracy results with different activation functions:

...The results given below belong to the logistic func-
tion...
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Prediction Of Life Quality

Tark Ramazan BASOGLU
Department of Computer Engineering

Hacettepe University, Ankara, TURKEY
tarik.basoglu@hacettepe.edu.tr

Emre DOGAN
Department of Computer Engineering

Hacettepe University, Ankara, TURKEY
emre.dogan@hacettepe.edu.tr

Abstract

In this study, we mention about the usage of using a ma-
chine learning approach to specify life qualities of cities in-
stead of public research. We create an assorted dataset that
contains statistical and physical features. To do that, we
utilize from MAPZEN. We expect to predict the scores on
MOVEHUB with high accuracy.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, we can easily see that cities differ consider-

ably from each other in terms of their physical and social
characteristics and that difference is highly influential in
human life. We are making great efforts to determine the
effects of these differences on human life and to make cities
more livable and to change this imbalance positively.

In this situation, we are faced with a notion named
quality of life.

”Quality of life (QOL) is the general well-being of
individuals and societies, outlining negative and positive
features of life. It observes life satisfaction, includ-
ing everything from physical health, family, education,
employment, wealth, religious beliefs, finance and the
environment.”[2]

By this definition, there are various social and physical
criteria that influence the quality of life. The number of
researchs and studies carried out in this area is increasing
day by day. While life quality information for large cities
is easily accessible, it is not possible to find reliable results
for cities that are not big enough.

In this project, we purpose to achieve higher efficiency in
shorter time and reduce the burden on a human in such
researches. Rather the laborious and time-consuming
processes of public researches we also aim to provide a
new, flexible and developable method by making use of

Figure 1. The reflection of the crowd difference between the Hanoi
and Zrich on the street photos

machine learning experiences. Thus, we get a chance to
detect the life qualities for any cities in the world. At the
same time, we are expecting to be able to observe which
physical factors effects the life quality with which rates.

MoVEHUB
There is a platform named MOVEHUB that helps you
make informed decisions about where to move to around
the world. And it has a city ranking list consists of over
200 cities. We utilized this list as the main target in the
estimation results.

MAPZEN
Mapzen is an open and accessible mapping platform that is
focused on the core components of geo platforms, including
search, rendering, navigation, and data.

2. Related Work
There are numberless researchs done to measure life

quality in cities every year. In this researches generally, lots
of criteria are considered to obtain correct results. Such re-
searches have been carried out in the form of public opinion
polls up to now.
MOVEHUB: MOVEHUB is similar research that includes
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quality of life score in over 200 cities. It also has a purchase
power, health care, pollution, move hub rating and crime
rating on different scopes. We want to predict that life qual-
ity scores from this platform.
NUMBEO: Also It has a Quality of Life ranking that con-
tains much features aspect of life. The estimation score is
calculated by using an empirical formula that consists of
similar features as a parameter with MOVEHUB like pur-
chasing power, pollution, cost of living. It can be said that
it contains more comprehensive statistics.
Movehub City Rankings:There is a kernel to predict
MOVEHUB rating score with other parameters on MOVE-
HUB done by Jonathan Bouchet on KAGGLE[4]. In this
study, linear regression has been used as a kernel func-
tion. Quality of Life and City Competitiveness[5] is re-
search about life quality criteria and they help to identify
key metrics.
Predicting Sentiment about Places of Living: In this the-
sis, a ranking list of cities of MERCER is taken using. As a
result of the quality of living survey 230 cities of the world
are ranked on the list. This study is based on binary clas-
sification by using microblogs on Twitter to rank the cities.
A classifier with a strong baseline for predicting sentiment
about places of living is trained using logistic regression
model.It would be correct to say that our work is a com-
bination of other works. We purpose to get life quality
scores like Movehub City Rangkings but we try to collect
own dataset and use more varied features.

3. The Approach
3.1. Collecting Dataset

In this section, the specification of a dataset that we
created, the process of collecting data from different
resources, the analysis of data and the problems we met
during the project are mentioned
We aim to predict the quality of life scores of cities
on MOVEHUB. MOVEHUB is a company that makes
researches about cities and it has a research that includes
different metrics, cities, and scores. Quality of life is
one of these metrics. Dataset has been downloaded from
KAGGLE with CSV format.

There are also different researches about the cities
quality of life, like NUMBEO and MERCER.Additionally,
life quality scores are different for different researches. In
the figure, you can see different researches and lists. We
chose MOVEHUB because its dataset is downloadable and
it included more cities than others. In MOVEHUB 216
cities from different countries and regions are evaluated
scientifically with using different sources like NUMBEO,
CIA WORLD FACTBOOK, census from several govern-
ments and WHO.

Figure 2. Contents of geojson files.

Our second data set is MAPZEN.It includes datasets that
have information about map components for a certain city.
Every city, even every town has their own datasets. Also,
you can create your specific dataset for a specific area.We
used this dataset to make inferences about cities.
Data for 116 cities were ready to download directly. Other
cities were created manually and it took 30-60 minutes for
each city. Mapzen allowed us to create up to five cities. t
decreased waste of time.

Datasets included geojson files that were generated
for different purpose and usage. Geojson is a file format
that is an open mapping standard that uses text to describe
geographical features, locations, and attributes, based on
JSON. Full specification can be found on their website.
In the Figure 2 you can see the file content. Features are
determined by analyses and checking coordinates and types
with Google earth. The number of features was decreased
200 to 85. You can see features that we used, on the table.
As shown in the table, ratios were used to compare cities.

Generally, capitation features were used. We notice that
there are some differences between the population we
found and the real population. A new dataset was created
for the population. We downloaded this dataset from
worldpopulationreview.com. Missing ones were collected
from Wikipedia.
During the process we encountered some problems:

• There are different cities named same. If there is a link
on movehub, it is easy to choose correct one otherwise
the more popular was chosen.

• Some areas had been logged as 0 because they were
too small.We did not count them.

• Data has a lot of noise.

• Files are encoded ’utf8’.It was converted to ASCII for-
mat with PowerShell script.

2
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Table 1: Regression accuracies for kNN, SVM, RF,
Boosting Decision Tree

Model min.(m) mean(m) max.(m)

kNN 0.12 15.59 136.42
SVM 0.91 39.35 113.26
Boosting Decision Tree 0.84 30.19 132.69
Random Forest 0.09 14.99 80.29

Figure 5: Random forest error values

For example, if we draw an error graph showing the error
value of each point only for random forest, we can see it more
clearly in the figure 5.

In order to avoid this problem, we repeated the regression
process using only the data of the first building. First, we
remove the data with latitude and longitude values of zero.
Besides, only to select the TI building set and filtered the
buildingID to 0.

Figure 6: buildingID=0 points

Then we train random forest regressor model with param-
eters max depth=20, n estimators=100, random state=42 and
got the average error value: 8.30 meters as seen from the top

location of each points on the map. The error value we found
in the past experiments was almost halved.

5.2. Classification
In this section, the results of the models related to building

and floor classification models will be shared and analyzed by
using regression algorithms.

We have trained and tested our models for three different
algorithms using the collected signals from the attribute 523
and attribute 523 wireless access points (WAPs) in the data set.

Attribute 523 (Floor): Altitude in floors inside the building.

The values from 0 to 4.

Attribute 524 (buildingID): The ID used to specify the

building. Measurements were taken for three different buildings.

Identity values are 0 to 2.

First of all, we have classified the building number by using
the whole data set.

Figure 7: building classification using the whole dataset

The result of this experiment is shown in Fig. 7. It is clear
that Support Vector Machines are more successful than the
other classifiers.

Figure 8: floor classification using the building0

We performed the floor estimation using the data of the
building0 and classification algorithms. Although Random
Forest and Boosting Decision Tree are close to each other,
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Abstract

Home designs vary from country to country and when

we talk about housing, we should refer to both modern and

traditional styles. You can come across a picture of a house

taken by someone anywhere in the world and you may won-

der where it has been taken from. In this project, we tried

to find out which country the photo of a house was taken

from. In short, we worked on the problem of classification

according to where the photographs were taken.

We used our own World dataset for this project. This

dataset contains over 4000 pictures for 15 different coun-

tries. In our project, we collected our data from the

Flickr [1] , Pinterest [3], and Google Photos [2]. We

first tested our data with a single layer neural network and

then with convolutional neural networks (CNN). We used

ResNet18 and AlexNet models when implementing CNN in

our project. In accordance with the results, we applied some

methods to increase the accuracy and we got the best accu-

racy with ResNet18.

1. Introduction
Recognizing home photos and classifying them by coun-

try is a quite difficult problem. Because the houses in
many countries in the modern world are similar to each
other. Beside that, there are some features to distinguish
these houses. For example, each country’s climate, people’s
lifestyle and culture are different. This gives us some hints
on the architecture of the houses in that country. From this
point of view, especially the design of traditionally styled
houses begins to change from a country to another. The
main problem here is that the houses in the same continent
are very similar to each other. For example as shown in

Figure 1, in the Asian continent, traditionally styled houses
of some countries such as South Korea, Japan, Indonesia
and Malaysia are very similar. This factor complicates the
solution of the problem. In addition, many factors such as
the shooting angle, light, shadow and seasonal differences
affect the solution of this problem.

Figure 1. Example of similar data

Since this is an image classification problem, there are
many algorithms and methods used in its solution. K-
nearest neighbors, logistic regression, support vector ma-
chine and convolutional neural networks are some of these
solutions. Especially in recent years, CNN is a successful
algorithm preferred to solving problems in this area.

Figure 2. Example of similar data

In our study, we deal with the problem of classifica-
tion according to the country where the house pictures were

1

Figure 14. Example Output 2

Figure 15. Example Output 3

7. Conclusion
As a wrap up, we initially collected our dataset which

consists of images of houses of different architectures
for 15 countries from around the world. The dataset was
not big enough to obtain good results hence we applied
data augmentation on the existing data while training the
models. Training is conducted by using scratch and both
of the pre-trained models, Alexnet and Resnet-18. We got
low accuracy scores from scratch learning so we changed
the strategy and used feature extraction which is a transfer
learning method and we obtained quite good results.

Another way to improve the model is by applying some
more advanced changes on the pre-trained models, like
adding/removing layers but up to some extent in order not
to face overfitting. Moreover, working on more complex
architecture may lead to a better outcome. Finally, vary-
ing the dataset by increasing the number of countries and
consequently expanding the dataset size.
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Rock or Not?

the pitch and rhythmic content as well as their combinations.
In addition to works focused on the features, an appealing
study (Sanden & Zhang, 2011) is done by training various
classifiers on the same data, and then combining the results
into a single classification.

As for the learning models, one of the first successful im-
plementation of Support Vector Machines on music genre
classification was done by applying multiple layers of SVMs
which achieved over 90% accuracy using a dataset with only
four genres (Xu et al., 2003). Furthermore, in recent years,
both deep learning and neural network models have been
shown to be accurate in a great degree for music genre recog-
nition. A study analyzes into potent learning algorithms for
genre classification based on audio waveforms (Haggblade
et al., 2011). In their work, they achieved higher accuracy
scores by using neural network than other models when all
the models are trained on the audio feature MFCC. In addi-
tion, Convolutional Neural Networks as an example have
reached far beyond human capacity in this task. A study
(Li et al., 2010) used CNN as a feature extractor of songs,
and took MFCC audio feature where they trained a pattern
extraction in order to recognize the genre of a song.

3. Dataset Exploration
The FMA dataset, a dump of the Free Music Archieve,
includes 106,574 tracks with 161 sub-genres. In this task,
we use 38,990 of the tracks with 15 top-genres sampled
considering their metadata and popularity for computational
efficiency. Figure 1 visualizes our data, which includes clips
of 30s and an unbalanced distribution among genres that
differ from 24 to 14,182 clips per top-genre.

Figure 1. Top-Genre Distribution

While extracting features, each clip is processed through an
audio analysis library librosa (McFee et al., 2018). Thus,
each track contains 518 attributes categorized in 11 au-
dio features; Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (mfcc),
Chroma Features (chroma cens, chroma cqt, chroma stft),
Spectral Features (spectral bandwidth, spectral centroid,
spectral contrast, spectral rolloff), RMS Energy (rmse),

Tonal Centroids (tonnetz), Zero Crossing Rate (zcr). Each
of these features are stored as statics, including kurtosis,
max, mean, median, min, skew and std.

We split our data preserving the percentage of tracks per
genre as a reflection of population (stratified sampling)
into training, validation and test by 80/10/10%. Thus, our
training data turned into a matrix of 31,386 rows and 519
columns consists of 518 audio features and a genre label.

4. The Approach
Starting with the assumption that examples from the same
genres are similar, they will cluster closer to each other in the
n-dimensional space, where n is the number of features. We
discussed and compared several linear and non-linear clas-
sification methods in order to figure out which approaches
best suited for our problem.1

4.1. Classification Methods

4.1.1. NEAREST NEIGHBORS CLASSIFIER

k-Nearest Neighbors Classifier (kNN) is a non-parametric
method used for classification and regression. Although
kNN is an easy implemented algorithm and performs well
on a large number of classification problems, it suffers from
the curse of dimensionality. Our model has a dimension
space of 518 features which makes kNN vulnerable. In order
to overcome this, we planned to apply Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) to our matrix which reduces the input to a
lower desired dimension. Figure 2. visualize scatter plot
of two genres Rock and Classical after applying PCA to
reduce the feature dimensions to three dimensions.

Figure 2. Scatter plot of Classical and Rock Genres

1Each of the approaches we implemented can be found in
https://github.com/HUbbm409/rock-or-not/

Rock or Not?

Defne Tuncer 1 Kutay Barcin 1

Abstract
In the era of technology, millions of songs are
brought to people everyday. The dramatic in-
crease in the size of music collections has made
the music genre recognition (MGR) an important
task on machine learning. The goal of this paper
is to give machines a chance to predict music gen-
res given input features from music tracks. To
do that, we applied various techniques based on
machine learning on the dataset called Free Music
Archive (FMA), and we have reached an accuracy
score of 67.80% as our highest.

1. Introduction
When there is people, there is music. As people, living in
today‘s world, music is always at our reach through technol-
ogy. The ease of it has brought the demand of automatically
generated playlists and customized music recommendations.
The task in both those challenges is to be able to group
songs in semantic categories. In this work, we aim to model
and classify music genres with the assumption of different
music genres are also different at the bit level.

In this paper, we will put forward the efforts we made con-
cerning the classification models that allow us to recognize
the genre of a given song from its audio features. As for
the beginning, we introduced studies on the subject music
genre recognition. Then we made a brief introduction to
the dataset we bring into use, and explained how we han-
dled our data. Thereafter, we implemented various baseline
classification models, and discussed towards advancing the
models to solve the problem of music genre recognition.
These methods include: 4.1.1 Nearest Neighbor Classifier
with/without dimensionality reduction through Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) and weighting hyperparame-
ter. 4.1.2 Logistic Regression through one-vs-one scheme,
multinomial approach and one-vs-rest scheme with variety

1Department of Computer Engineering, Hacettepe Uni-
versity, Ankara, Turkey. Correspondence to: Defne
Tuncer <defnetuncer@hacettepe.edu.tr>, Kutay Barcin <kutay-
barcin@hacettepe.edu.tr>.

BBM406 Fundamentals of Machine Learning, Fall 2018. Copy-
right 2018 by the author(s).

of solvers and regularization. 4.1.3 Support Vector Ma-
chines with linear and radial basis function (RBF) kernels.
4.1.4 Deep Learning method Neural Network also known
as Multi-Layer Perceptron through various optimizers. To
represent the audio tracks in building our baseline models
we planned to use the combination of all the features, which
have been shown to be effective in the task of predicting
genres. We improved our methods with model and feature
selection by using k-fold cross validation afterwards. Based
on the results obtained from the algorithms, we performed
experimental analysis. Finally, ended our work with a de-
tailed conclusion, and proposed our feature work.

2. Related Work
For the music genre recognition task, the most common
datasets are GTZAN (Tzanetakis & Cook, 2002), Million
Song Dataset (MSD) (Bertin-mahieux et al., 2011) and
FMA: A Dataset For Music Analysis (Defferrard et al.,
2017). While FMA, which consists of 161 sub-genres
among 106,574 tracks and published in 2017, is the most
up-to-date dataset, and is especially suited for MGR as it
features fine genre information. A challenge took place as
one of challenges of Web Conference (WWW2018) by the
publishers of FMA Dataset on the subject predicting genres
of the music (Defferrard et al., 2018). The winner succeeded
by examining through artist-related information and scored
an accuracy of 66.29% on predicting 16 genres (Kim et al.,
2018).

In Music Information Retrieval (MIR), there have been vari-
ous number of studies on building effective models to pre-
dict genre of music using audio features. Mel-Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), one of the audio features,
are generally used in music genre classification as the per-
ceptual scale of pitches of a human hearing are represented
by the Mel-scale. A Hidden Markov model with MFCCs is
used to classify pop, country, jazz and classical genres in
(Shao et al., 2004). On the other hand, another study focuses
on a new feature called Renyi Entropy Cepstral Coefficients
(RECCs) (Tsai & Bao, 2010). The highest achieved accu-
racy scores reported on the datasets ISMIR2004 which is
from the contest (Cano et al., 2006) and GTZAN are accom-
plished by representing the auditory human perception with
a proposed spectrogram (Panagakis et al., 2009). Most of
their studies are done through researching the timbre texture,
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Collaboration Policy
• All work on assignments have to be done individually. The 

course project, however, can be done in pairs.


• You are encouraged to discuss with your classmates about 
the given assignments, but these discussions should be 
carried out in an abstract way. 


• In short, turning in someone else’s work, in whole or in 
part, as your own will be considered as a violation of 
academic integrity. 


• Please note that the former condition also holds for the 
material found on the web as everything on the web has 
been written by someone else. 
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Course Outline
• Week1	 	 Overview of Machine Learning, Nearest Neighbor Classifier	 


• Week2	 	 Linear Regression, Least Squares	 


• Week3	 	 Machine Learning Methodology	


• Week4	 	 Statistical Estimation: MLE, MAP, Naïve Bayes Classifier 
	 


• Week5	 	 Linear Classification Models: Logistic Regression,  
                   Linear Discriminant Functions, Perceptron		 	 	 	 


• Week6	 	 Neural Networks	 


• Week7	 	 Deep Learning

19

Assg1 out

Course project proposal due

Assg2 due

Assg1 due

Assg2 out



Course Outline (cont’d.)
• Week8	 	 Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Multi-class SVM	 


• Week9	       Midterm Exam


• Week10	 Kernels, Support Vector Regression, Decision Tree Learning	


• Week11	 Ensemble Methods: Bagging, Random Forests, Boosting	 	 


• Week12	 Clustering: K-Means Clustering, Spectral Clustering,  
                   Agglomerative Clustering


• Week13	 Dimensionality Reduction: PCA, SVD, ICA, Autoencoders    
                  Course Wrap-up, Project Presentations


• Week 14    Project Presentations
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Machine Learning:  
An Overview



Quotes
• “If you were a current computer science student what area 

would you start studying heavily?
–Answer: Machine Learning. 
–“The ultimate is computers that learn”

–Bill Gates, Reddit AMA


• “Machine learning is today’s discontinuity” 
–Jerry Yang,  

Co-founder, Yahoo


• “AI is the new electricity! Electricity transformed countless 
industries; AI will now do the same.”

–Andrew Ng
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Two definitions of learning

(1) Learning is the acquisition of knowledge  
    about the world.           
                                                Kupfermann (1985) 

(2) Learning is an adaptive change in behavior      
    caused by experience.  
                                                   Shepherd (1988)
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Empirical Inference
• Drawing conclusions from empirical data 

(observations, measurements)
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Empirical Inference
• Drawing conclusions from empirical data 

(observations, measurements)


• Example 1: scientific inference
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Empirical Inference
• Drawing conclusions from empirical data 

(observations, measurements)


• Example 1: scientific inference
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Empirical Inference
• Drawing conclusions from empirical data 

(observations, measurements)


• Example 1: scientific inference
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Empirical Inference
• Drawing conclusions from empirical data 

(observations, measurements)


• Example 1: scientific inference
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Empirical Inference

• Example 2: perception
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Empirical Inference

• Example2: perception
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"The brain is nothing but a statistical decision organ"  
H. Barlowslide by Bernhard Schölkopf
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Color Perception
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reflected light = illumination * reflectance
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“Vision as unconscious inference"  
Helmholtz
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• High dimensionality


• Complex regularities


• Little prior knowledge


• Need large data sets

Hard Inference Problems

slide by Bernhard Schölkopf

— consider many factors simultaneously  
     to find regularity

— nonlinear; nonstationary, etc.

— e.g. no mechanistic models for the data

— processing requires computers and   
     automatic inference methods



What is machine learning?



Example: Netflix Challenge
• Goal: Predict how a viewer will rate a movie


• 10% improvement = 1 million dollars
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Example: Netflix Challenge
• Goal: Predict how a viewer will rate a movie


• 10% improvement = 1 million dollars


• Essence of Machine Learning:

• A pattern exists

• We cannot pin it down mathematically

• We have data on it
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AlphaGo vs Lee Sedol
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NVIDIA BB8 AI Car
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What is Machine Learning?
• [Arthur Samuel, 1959] 


- Field of study that gives computers  
the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed


• [Kevin Murphy] algorithms that

- automatically detect patterns in data

- use the uncovered patterns to predict future data or 

other outcomes of interest


• [Tom Mitchell] algorithms that

- improve their performance (P) 

at some task (T) 
with experience (E)
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Comparison
• Traditional Programming 

• Machine Learning
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Comparison
• Traditional Programming 

• Machine Learning
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What is Machine Learning?
• If you are a Scientist


• If you are an Engineer / Entrepreneur 

• Get lots of data

• Machine Learning

• ???

• Profit!
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Data UnderstandingMachine  
Learning
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Why Study Machine Learning? 
Engineering Better Computing Systems

• Develop systems 

• too difficult/expensive to construct manually 

• because they require specific detailed skills/knowledge

• knowledge engineering bottleneck


• Develop systems 

• that adapt and customize themselves to individual users.	 

• Personalized news or mail filter

• Personalized tutoring


• Discover new knowledge from large databases

• Medical text mining (e.g. migraines to calcium channel 

blockers to magnesium)

• data mining
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Why Study Machine Learning? 
Cognitive Science

• Computational studies of learning may help 
us understand learning in humans

• and other biological organisms.


• Hebbian neural learning

• “Neurons that fire together, wire together.”
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Why Study Machine Learning? 
The Time is Ripe

• Algorithms

• Many basic effective and efficient algorithms 

available.


• Data

• Large amounts of on-line data available.


• Computing

• Large amounts of computational resources 

available.
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Where does ML fit in?
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A Brief History of AI
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Why is AI hard?
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“I saw her duck”
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“I saw her duck”
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“I saw her duck”
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Why are things working today?
• More compute 

power


• More data


• Better algorithms/ 
models

82Figure Credit: Banko & Brill, 2011
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Next Class: 

Machine Learning by Examples,  
Nearest Neighbor Classifier
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